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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Why a journey from Zen to
Methodism? Two friends embark on a dual path of discovery while driving from Portland to Denver.
The miles take them through the beautiful scenery of the Pacific Northwest as their souls traverse
the spiritual landscapes of a lifetime. The journey begins in the San Francisco Bay Area of the 1960s
with the nascent American Zen movement led by Shunryu Suzuki. From there it winds through the
years, passing through Christianity and pop culture, John Cage and avant-garde music, the
haunting beauty of Taize worship, Celtic Christianity, spiritual naturalism, the painful failures of the
modern church, and the promise the church may still hold. The barren landscape of southern
Wyoming becomes a fitting backdrop for one friend s growing skepticism as the spiritual past
seems more and more disconnected from the present uncertainty. Unexpectedly, the practical
theology of eighteenth-century theologian John Wesley, the founder of Methodism, offers the
possibility of merging these disparate spiritual experiences together into a single pathway.
Transformation, however, inevitably involves loss when the friends find their roads...
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This created ebook is great. it was writtern very properly and useful. Its been printed in an exceedingly easy way in fact it is just right a er i finished
reading this pdf where basically modified me, alter the way i think.
-- Aglae Becker-- Aglae Becker

This ebook is definitely worth buying. It is definitely basic but excitement within the fi y percent in the ebook. Its been designed in an extremely
straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook where basically changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ward Morar-- Ward Morar
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